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- General overview about free medical software
- Propagate the idea of Free Software in medicine
- Completely integrated into Debian - no fork
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Debian - adaptable for any purpose?

- Developed by about 1000 volunteers
- Flexible, not bound on commercial interest
- Strict rules (policy) glue all things together
- Common interest of each individual developer: Get the best operating system for himself.
- Some developers work in the field of medicine
- In contrast to employees of companies every single Debian developer has the freedom and ability to realize his vision
- Every developer is able to influence the development of Debian - he just has to do it.

Do-O-Cracy = "The doer decides"
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**BioPerl** Collection of Perl modules featuring computational methods routinely used in bioinformatics.

**BioPython** Python tools for development of applications for computational molecular biology which address the needs of current and future work in bioinformatics.

**BioSQUID** Library of C code functions for sequence analysis including a number of small utility programs to convert, show statistics, manipulate and do other functions on sequence files.

**BLAST2** Official NCBI version #2 of this standard program for nucleotide and protein sequence alignment.
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**e-PCR**

Electronic PCR feature to test a DNA sequence for the presence of sequence tagged sites. e-PCR looks for STSs in DNA sequences by searching for subsequences that closely match the PCR primers and have the correct order, orientation, and spacing that they could plausibly prime the amplification of a PCR product of the correct molecular weight.

**fastDNAml**

Attempt to solve the same problem as DNAML (from PhyLip), but to do so faster and using less memory, so that larger trees and/or more bootstrap replicates become tractable.

**GROMACS**

Versatile package to perform molecular dynamics, i.e. simulate the Newtonian equations of motion for systems with hundreds to millions of particles. It is primarily designed for biochemical molecules like proteins and lipids that have a lot of complicated bonded interactions.
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Packages medical imaging

**CTN** *Central Test Node*: DICOM implementation which was designed to be used at the RSNA (Radiological Society of North America) annual meetings to foster cooperative demonstrations. The goal was to provide a centralized implementation that facilitated vendor participation based on the evolving DICOM standard.

**CTSim** Interactive computed tomography simulator. CTSim has very educational trace modes for viewing the data collection simulation as well as the reconstruction.

**DCMTK** DICOM-toolkit: collection of libraries and applications implementing large parts the DICOM standard for medical image communication. It includes software for examining, constructing and converting DICOM image files, handling offline media, sending and receiving images over a network connection, ...
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**DCMTK**  DICOM-toolkit: collection of libraries and applications implementing large parts the DICOM standard for medical image communication. It includes software for examining, constructing and converting DICOM image files, handling offline media, sending and receiving images over a network connection, ...
**Niftilib** Set of I/O libraries for reading and writing files in the NIfTI-1 data format. NIfTI-1 is a binary file format for storing medical image data, e.g. magnetic resonance image (MRI) and functional MRI (fMRI) brain images.

**MedCon** Medical Image Conversion provides a flexible command-line utility and a neat graphical front-end. The supported formats are: Acr/Nema 2.0, Analyze (SPM), Concorde, DICOM 3.0, Ecat/Matrix 6.4, InterFile3.3, GIF and raw/binary data. The library (libmdc) can be used by other programs for import and export and is extendable for other formats.
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This talk is available at

http://people.debian.org/~tille/talks/

Andreas Tille <tille@debian.org>